It is valid for any pair of functions (6) u ( 
function harmonic for \z\ ^1, awrf let U n (z) be the nth partial sum of the series (8). For every n, the total variation of U n (z) over D does not exceed 2/w times the total variation of U(z) over C. The constant 2/w here cannot be replaced by any smaller number.
We shall prove this result in the following equivalent form. Let u(z) and v(z) , given by (6) and (7), be harmonic for \z\ g 1 and conjugate (in particular, t;(0) = 0). Let v n {z) be the nth partial sum of the series (7). Then Taking u(z)=zf(z), so that v(z)= -izf(z), we deduce from (9) the following corollary. 
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In all these results the assumption that the functions are harmonic (or regular) inside and on C can obviously be relaxed, and more general results may be obtained from the special ones by routine passages to the limit. 8 Thus, for example, in Theorem 2 we may assume that ƒ(z) is regular for |s| <1 and continuous for \z\ gl. The partial sums s n (z) for such an ƒ may be unbounded, and it is of interest to note that in the passage from (2) to (10) the increase of the coefficient on the right (from 1/2 to 2/7r = 0.64 • • • ) is not significant. That 2/7T is the best constant in Theorem 1' (and so in Theorem 1) is easily seen from the example
where R is a fixed positive number less than 1. The integral on the right of (9) is then w. Taking w = l and the segment ( -i, i) for D we find for the integral on the left the value 27?. Since R may be as close to 1 as we wish, the conclusion follows.
As we shall see later, for each n > 1 the constant 2/ir on the right can be replaced by a constant C»<2/7T, and clearly 2/ir =*&*£& è • • • èC»è • • • • One might expect that C»~»l/2, in accordance with (5). It is however not so, and the difference C n -1/2 stays above a positive number. This fact has close connection with the Gibbs' phenomenon. and our problem reduces to showing that
That the integral on the left here is bounded as a function of n would be a simple matter to show. Complications arise when we want to show that the integral in question does not exceed 2. We shall need the following lemma. We easily find that
We note that, f or 0 ^ p â 1, sin nt 2(1 -p w cos nt) -p*-
Thus A"* (unlike A n ) is non-negative for O^t^w, and so nonpositive in the interval (-7r, 0) . This remark applies, in particular, to the trigonometric polynomial A n *(l, t) = £' sin rf.
Let us now fix t, 0^/g7r. In the proof of (13) by the lemma. Case (ii). A w (po, t) <0, for some po, Ogpo^l. We may assume that 0<po<l.
This cannot happen for » = 1. Thus »^2. We shall show that in this case, for all p, 0 ^ p ^ 1 :
(a) A n (p,/+TT)<0.
(b) |A n (p, /)| is majorized both by A n _i(p, /) and A"+i(p, /) (in particular, the latter quantities must be non-negative).
For suppose that A n (p, /) = sin / + po sin 2/ + • • • + p 0 sin nt < 0.
We know that for all p, 0 ^p^ 1,
A comparison of these inequalities shows that
Thus, since A w =A n *+2~1p n "' 1 sin nt, we have Similarly, the formula A n =A n V~""2~V sin(» + l)* and (IS) imply
Thus assertion (b) is proved. To prove (a) we replace / by t+T in the equations
If n is even, the first of these resulting equations, coupled with the inequalities A n *(p, t+w) ^0, sin nt<0, shows that A w (p, t+T) <0. If n is odd, we similarly argue with the second equation. Thus (a) is proved. Using (a) and (b), we see that in case (ii)
• 1 / n±l « \ < 2 P"""" 1 sin vt -X) (-1) V"" 1 sin "4 <*P-
If n is even, we take the sign + in n ± 1, and the last integral becomes sin vt 1 sin (n + 1)A 2 ƒ _ sh^ 1 sin (n + 1)A where t' = ir -t. Thus Og/'^7r, A n (po, t') is negative, and we are in case (ii). It follows that (13) holds if we replace there t by t'. But for simplicity, we take for D the segment ( -1, +1), then the sign of equality occurs in (23) if and only if (a) w = 1, (b) F(t) is Cx(t), where C is any constant, and x{t) equals +1 inside ( -7r/2, +TT/2) and equals -1 inside the intervals (-7r, -7r/2) and (V/2, TT). In other words, Z7(p, 6) must be "
cos (2v -1)0 OE(-i)'-7---^P 2 "-1 .
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